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Description:
From Publishers Weekly Dundee, a Hall of Fame corner man who has worked alongside 15 world
boxing champions, recalls his life and times at ringside with the help of Sugar, renowned boxing
storyteller and editor. Together they trace a corner career that has taken Dundee (born in 1923)
from boxing's first televised bouts to the heavyweight pay-per-view spectacles of today. Dundee
brings to the corner a unique and wide set of skills, acting as trainer, doctor, coach and psychologist

all at once. Between tales of the last century's biggest title bouts, the authors provide an in-depth
look at sparring, psyching out an opponent, closing and dressing cuts, the politics of weigh-ins and
the science of opponent selection. Pulling no punches in this memoir, Dundee readily addresses
rumors that he loosened the ropes before the Rumble in the Jungle, allowing Ali to pull off the now
famous rope-a-dope victory against Foreman. He references legends like this in the same humorous
and spirited voice with which he admits to spraying goo on his head to cover up his baldness, until it
started to melt under the hot ringside lights and freaked out one of his fighters. This book's appeal
lies in Dundee's colorful and punchy personality, as he enlivens the prose with entertaining, Yogi
Berra–like jokes, tautologies and euphemisms. It's no surprise that Dundee helped Ali develop his
famous rhymes. (Dec.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
From the Back Cover
"The book is written in a highly conversational tone, and by the end the reader will know precisely
what it is like to listen to the Bill Walsh of boxing hold court on the exotic art of the cornerman."
--New York Times Book Review
"Nobody in boxing has more or better stories."
--Dave Anderson, New York Times
"For fight fans this is peaches and cream. Read it and see for yourself."
--Bill Gallo, New York Daily News
"[H]ere's one for the fans: an as-close-up-as-you-can-get view of boxing's biggest, baddest
personalities and poundings."
-Men's Journal
"The teaming of esteemed boxing trainer Angelo Dundee and Bert Randolph Sugar, perhaps the best
boxing writer around, produces a lively and insightful look at professional boxing in the second half
of the 20th century… His fascinating portraits of Ali, Leonard and Foreman make this a terrific
read."
--Library Journal
"Versatile boxing writer Bert Randolph Sugar and Angelo Dundee have put together a story that has
the crispness of a Leonard jab and the bombast of an Ali news conference-snappy, brassy and
sarcastic. It's a powerful tale, with a few Berra-isms thrown in for good measure."
--Tampa Tribune
"This book's appeal lies in Dundee's colorful and punchy personality, as he enlivens the prose with
entertaining, Yogi Berra-like jokes, tautologies and euphemisms. It's no surprise that Dundee helped
Ali develop his famous rhymes."
--Publishers Weekly
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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